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FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS COMPATIBILITY WITH THE

PWR CONTAINMENT RADIATION FIELD

par
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CEA-LETI/DEIN

Present and future applications of fiber optics transmission in the nuclear industrial
field are emphasized. Nuclear acceptance criteria for relevant electronic equipments in terms
of radiation dose rate, integrated dose and required reliability are given. Ambient conditions
of PWR containment are especially considered in the present paper.

Experimental results of optical fibers and end-components exposed to 60Co gamma
rays are successively shown. Main radiation response caracteristics up to iO4 Gy (with dose
rates of about 100 Gy.h"1) of both multimodal fiber families (step index and gradient index
fibers) are compared. Predominant features of pure silica core fibers are :

* an efficient photobleaching with near IR light from LED and LD commonly used in
transmission data links,

* a radiation hardening reducing induced losses down to 10 dB.km"1 in "fine" fibers
up to date with latest developments.

Dose rate effect on induced losses is also outlined for these fibers.

Optoelectronic fiber-end components radiation response is good only for special LED
(AsGa) and PD (Si). Radiation behavior of complex pigtailed LDM (laser diode + photodiode
•f Peltier element + thermistor) is not fully acceptable and technological improvements were
made. Preliminary results are given.

Two applications of fiber links transmitting data in a PWR containment and a hot cell
are described. Hardening levels obtained and means required are given.
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INTRODUCTION

Process control by bus connected microcomputers is more and more used in
industry and relevant data networks are of great promise. All optics networks are still in stage
of laboratory research over the world, especially with regard to optical or fiber optic sensors.

Since several years our laboratory has shown a continuing interest to the radiation
resistance of fiber optic components especially silica optical fibers and fiber-end
components. These components could enter into future radiation hardened networks.

There are severe hostile areas in the nuclear industry particuraly due to
electromagnetic interference and radiation field. Table 1 summarizes ambient parameters of
active areas in industrial plants and for intervention robotics. In both basic nuclear
installations - NFRP and NPP - gamma radiation dose rates range on over six decades from
about 0.001 to 1000 Gy.h"1. The highest values are reached in cooling pools and fuel
reprocessing hot cells. Obviously weaker values are inherent at the PWR containment where
dose rates of O.1 - 0.2 Gy.h"1 are present in a few areas during power rating operation. If
taking 40 years for service life, suitable reliability of any in-containment electronics must be
obtained for a 1 kGy cumulated dose. 10 Gy.h*1 medium dose rate is considered in the new
field of intervention robotics on-sites, in-buildings hostile become. Nuclear acceptance
criteria are different from both industrial plants and depend on missions.

EXPERIMENTAL

Irradiation facility used is the "SIGMA* cell located at DEIN in Saclay Nuclear Center.
Axial ^Co sources of irradiation chamber had total mean activity of about 350 Ci tests
along. Gamma rays exposure conditions of optical fibers were described in ? precedent
paper / 1 /. Important is the small dose rate gradient along fiber windings — :: %,. Fiber
lengths from 25 to 100 meters are exposed up to 20 kGy. Injected light is provided by
stabilized light emitting diodes LED or solid state lasers LD.

Growth of fiber losses due to steady state ̂ Co exposures - called induced loss - was
studied from two points of view :

- transient induced loss when injected light is a step relatively short.

- induced loss when injected light is continuous.

Fiber-end composents exposures were made in the same irradiation facility with dose
rates not exceeding 200 Gy.h"1. Care was devoted to set standard and improved
components on nearly the same dose rate —10 %.
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OPTICAL FIBERS

GENERAL

Bandwith value is not a problem for maximum 1 km long links which could be set on
a PWR site. Also multimode fibers were only tested (no monomode now).

Table 2 summarizes the well-known transmission properties of both multimode fibers
drawn from synthetic silica preforms. High quality vitreous silica free of metallic impurities <
1 ppm is obtained usually by master glassmakers over the world. But a few other ions-atoms
are or remain "implanted" in fused silicas, especially OH groups and chlorine atoms.
Included quantities depend on manufacturing processes. SUPRASILR silica contains
appreciable quantities of chlorine (200 - 600 ppm),FLUOSIL SSR high water concentration
(~ 1200 ppm OH),DIASILRA and FIBROPSILRAS much lower water concentrations (~5 and
30 ppm OH respectively).

Step index fibers cores are made with "pure" silica, claddings made with doped silica
(a common dopant is fluorine) or another material than silica,mainly a polymer either a
silicone-resulting in PCS (plastic clad silica) fiber-or hard polymers-resulting in HCSRfibers.
Gradient index class of fibers is much larger being available commercialy in the early 1970* s
and studies and developments were going on further. Core and cladding dopants are
numerous with amounts optimized to provide the best bandwith and the smallest intrinsec
loss in 800 - 900 and 1250-1350 nm "windows".

Investigations of ionizing radiation effects on fiber-optics were initiated by military
applications. There are a number of publications from US USSR GB FRG F and many works
were reviewed in 1979 / 2 • 3 / 1983 / 4 / and 1984 / 5 /. Numerous advanced papers
were recently published / 6 /. The presence of halide or (and) hydroxyl groups in silica core
results in the formation of localized states. Several types of traps could act as radiation color
centers / 7, 8 /. During the exposure of any silica fiber at a radiation field, two main optical
effects can occur : an emission of luminescence under a high dose rate impulse - > 10 Gy.s*
1 electron pulse - and an increase of loss under steady state gamma rays irradiation - from
dose value as low as 1 Gy. Aimed to the nuclear industrial field (table 1) our results are only
dealt with the second physical effect.

RESULTS

Two typical mechanics have paid attention because reducing stronly high measured
induced losses : photobleaching and radiation hardening. As a new contribution two
behaviors of both phenomena in silica core fibers are here emphasized - steady and
transient respectively.

a)near IR - photobleaching

Many of the radiation induced color centers in halide cristals can be bleached by
exposure to light. Same effect was first reported in silica fibers as far as 1979 and then



largely studied / 9 / . Especially it was shown photobleaching efficiency was good with light
sources commonly used for communication : LED • LD emitting on near - IR wavelengths
/ 5 /. Constant injected light power from 0.5 **W to 1 mW appreciably reduces induced
losses of silica core fibers / 1 /. An example is the F doped clad silica core ASR fiber used
for PALUEL1 experiment further described.

For industrial fiber optic links set in a radiation field, things can be very different
because data bursts for the control process operation are only transmitted from time to time.
FIG.3 shows an experiment where 3 min-light steps Pf are injected only 10 times into a fiber
continuously exposed to60 CD gamma rays. Fiber light output PQ recording by a radiometer
(response time < 1 s) grows monotonically to a stable level. FIG.4 gives transient induced
losses of an ASR fiber at extreme lightening times 3 s and 3 min. The benefic effect of
photobleaching with a 600 ^ W step allows 25 m length correctly transmit the whole
simulated data burst up to integrated dose of 104 Gy - about dose for 40 years in PWR
containment. It's not the case with both other light powers, especially with 10 «,W where the
first 'data of bursts" are occulted.

Further tests have shown data transmission by a 100 m ASR fiber irradiated up to the
same dose was locked for a long time > 1 h.Oue to large induced losses the amount of
optical power available to photobleaching is more and more reduced in sections nearer and
nearer of the fiber end / 10 /. In contrary such a disturbed transmission don't occur in the
same experimental conditions for new HCS R fibers up to 100 m lengths because weakness
of induced losses (further fig.9).

b) radiation hardening

Fig.5 shows transient radiation responses of three fibers up to 1.5 x 104 Gy for a dose
rate of 200 Gy.h"1. Irradiated lenghts are 100 m and transmitted light power is relatively small
to reduce photobleaching. The gradient index Ge doped core fiber has a continuous growth
of transient induced loss up to 25 dB for maximum dose. For 600 Gy-40 years in RC-
transient induced loss is about 12 dB and makes this fiber usable in NPP. Both other fibers
are plastic clad silica core made from a dry silica for PCS 1 and a wet silica for PCS 2.
Radiation responses are fairly distant. Transient induced losses higher for PCS 1 show a 10-
12 dB top about for 600 Gy and then decrease slightly. This "hardening effect" is much more
pronounced for PCS 2 • transient induced loss decreasing continuously up to 600 Gy and
going to 1 dB stable value.

FIG.6 shows both photobleaching and hardening phenomena in a step index F
doped clad dry silica core fiber ASR. The first effect induces a strong decrease of losses
when steady light levels are increased from 0 to 1 m W - 840 nm : 1200 dB.km"1 for
unlightened samples to a few 100 dB.km"1 above 250 u.W. This best loss value is however
higher than previous values obtained with photobleached PCS fibers. Hardening effect
occurs above 2000 Gy • with a small light levé! of 15 aW - compared with about 600 Gy for
PCS 1 fiber with 10 u.W level. That hardening is a permanent effect. A 40 kGy second
exposure after a 5 days irradiation break only induces relatively small constant losses ̂  100
dB.km'1.



c) dose rate dependence

Previous results are related to higher gamma rays dose rates than actual maximum
dose rates of the PWR containment radiation field. Now few results are published on weak
dose rate exposures of optical fibers. As a first approach , we made 60Co steady state
irradiations with dose rates from the medium value 100 Gy.h"1 down to smaller values 20 - 9
• 2 Gy.h"1.

FIG.7 and 8 show the results for both silica core fibers.

The F doped clad fiber ASR presents no dose rate sensitivity betwen 2 and 90 Gy.h"1.
LED 200 it-W - 840 nm photobleaching is ended for 1 hour after fiber lightening for

loss measurements. Comparaison between (j) et (1) curves shows photobleaching
incidence at 3 min and 1 h after light on. Steady induced losses in the 2 • 90 Gy.h"1 range
are 100 -120 dB.km"1 for 600 Gy. Such a value reduces to about 100 m the usable length in
RC. An analytical curve can be fitted to the mean graph of fig.8. Induced loss A A is a power
function versus dose D < 600 Gy such as

A A = a Dm V 2 Gy.h"1 < D < 90 Gy.h'1

a - 2.7 dB.km*1 Gy"0-60

m = 0.60 ± 0.01

In contrast the PCS 2 fiber clearly shows some dose rate sensitivity between 2 and
200 Gy.h"1. Photobleaching is performed by continuous 200 ̂ W - 840 nm LED light. Loss
growths versus logarithm of dose are nearly linear up to about 100 Gy whatever be the dose
rate. Induced loss seems go to saturation and is very small for 600 Gy at 2 Gy.h"1 : /%. 1
dB.km"1. But that "old" fiber is no more commercialy avalaible.

d) dose level dependence

All previous results show the best fibers to use in any radiative environment have a
pure silica core physically different from the cladding material. New HCSR fibers have that
structure. Two types were tested under ̂ Co radiation :

V H£N- with 1200 ppm high hydroxyl ions rate has a single window where Ao = 12
dB.km"1 at 820 nm.

2/ HCJR- with 5 ppm low hydroxyl ions rate has two transmission windows where

A01 = 4.4 dB.km"1 at 820 nm and Ag2 = 14.5 dB.km"1 at 130° nm-

These fibers have a numerical aperture NA about 0.35 higher than previous tested
fibers (NA~ 0.20). It is a favorable factor to have a good initial loss budget in future data
networks operating in RC environment. Numerous results have shown an excellent behavior
of HCSR fibers when exposed to continuous gamma irradiation. High dose rates are 840
and 9000 Gy.h'1 but maximum integrated doses are only 100 Gy /11 /.



Present measurements of induced loss are related to 100 m HCNR AND HCRR fibers
exposed to constant medium dose rate 130 Gy.h"1 at ambient temperature 19 — 2 °C.
Given other potential applications than NPF; maximum doses were brought up to 12.5 k Gy.
FIG. 9 shows specially weak induced losses obtained : for 600 Gy 10 dB.km"1 at 840 nm for
HCNR fiber and only 4.5 dB.km"1 at 1300 nm for HCRR fiber. 1 km long optical links can be
valid with these radiation hard types of fibers. No photobleaching was found between a few

and a few 100 ̂ W and loss measurements were made with high LED light levels of 200
u.W - 840 nm and 100^W -1300 nm. Table 3 summarizes typical radiation response features
of silica fibers.

FIBER OPTIC COMPONENTS
GENERAL

Solid state injection lasers and p-i-n photodiodes provide excellent sources and
detectors for fiber optic transmitters and receivers.

FIG. 10 shows typical caracteristics of Ga AI As/Ga As double heterostructure
injection lasers and Si p-i-n detectors used for the first window of multimode fibers. Other
important features of these detectors are a large dynamic optical responsivity and a weak
dark current at ambient temperature. FIG. 10 gives also typical caracteristics of In Ga As
P/lnP double heterostructure injection lasers and In Ga As/lnP homojunction detectors used
for the 1300 nm window of multimode fibers. These components have better efficiencies
than 850 nm components. Generally 1300 nm optical power from pigtailed laser is higher for
a smaller forward current and In Ga As detectors have better responsitivity at ambient
temperature than silicon detectors . The 1300 nm components provide best sources and
detectors for fiber optics because of the low transmission losses and minimal material
dispersion in multimode silica fibers.

Radiation response studies of these components were already published, often for
pulsed electron irradiation / 12,13,14 /. As for fibers our interest was exclusively devoted to
steady state ̂ Co irradiations.

PHOTODETECTORS

Silicon p-i-n photodiodes were exposed up to 4 X104 Gy with a medium dose rate of
200 Gy.h"1. Changes in dark current and responsivity were observed. Table 4 gives
degradation values of signal to noise ratio measured for 104 Gy with standard components
and improved samples. Present variation is only connected with dark current increase due to
gamma rays exposure at ambient temperature. Such improved components were
successfully used in 105 Gy hardened receivers without bit error rate degradation (further fig.
15).

Irradiation tests of 1300 nm pigtailed photodiodes are now in progress.



LASER DIODE MODULES

Radiation response studies of injection lasers were not performed with discrete
components, but with more complex laser diode modules. These devices are ready to be
conveniently used in fiber-end transmitters.

General diagram of a laser diode module LDM is given on FIG. 11. A metallic case
includes four components : the pigtailed laser diode LO a monitor photodiode a
thermocooler and a thermistor. These elements are joined with the laser diode to stabilize its
operation . Irradiation tests of 830 and 1300 nm LDM have made on standard devices. Dose
rate was 100 Gy.h"1 and integrated dose ranged from 50 to 70 kGy.

FIG. 12-13 show both 830 and 1300 nm LDM typical features as follows :

1 / - laser forward current dependence on gamma dose.

Initial injected currents are set at 15 mA above laser thresholds ; typical values
of threshold currents are 75 mA for 830 nm LD and 35 mA for 1300 nm LD. Injected currents
stable withins per cent are provided by bipolar transistor networks.

2/ • LD output power dependence on dose

Direct output power emitted by LD can be obtained from

- Po versus Ip curve of components

- Po versus IPH of monitor photodiode included in LDM.

Good stability of Po versus dose shows good radiation response of both type
of discrete injection laser diodes.

It is important to note no incidence of gamma exposure on TE cooler : device
temperatures are kept steady at initial values near 30 or 35 °C.

3/ - unlike no increase of Si p-i-n photodiode dark current (830 nm LDM) there is a
high dark current growth of Ge photodiodes implanted in 1300 nm LDM above 1 kGy (FIG.
13). Yet 1300 nm LDM could be used in the RC radiation field up to 600 Gy.

4/ - Dependence on gamma dose of LDM pigtail output

Standard devices are mounted with an output fiber-'pigtaiP-soldered on LD
inside LDM case. All tested devices show a drastic fall of output power from pigtails versus
dose : - 40 dB with 830 nm • LDM, - 25 dB with 1300 nm - LDM for 50 kGy.

This clearly makes standard LDM unusable.



Pigtails commonly used are multimode silica fibers with standardized core
cladding 50/125^m sizes. Previous results had shown bad radiation response of that highly
doped core fiber / 15 /. Another gradient index doped core silica fiber was tested under
gamma exposure up to a few 10 kGy and induced losses were about 500 dB.km"1 at 850 nm
and 300 dB.km"1 at 1300 nm with no detectable photobleaching / 16/. These values would
be kept a very weak attenuation versus dose for 2 m pigtails of new LDM. Exposures and
tests are in progress.

Table 5 summarizes radiation response features of standard and improved
fiber-end optical sources.

APPLICATIONS

PALUEL-1 experimental data links FIG. 14

In the early 1980's an experiment of data transfer in a NPP was designed with
FRAMATOME to prove feasibility and realibility of fiber optic transmission / 17 /: Choiced
NPP was the first french 1300 MW - PWR PALUEL 1. Two 100 m optical links set in RC
active areas were connected to two transmitter - receiver boxes screwed on the concrete
barrier. Operating conditions of both links differed in initially adjusting received power levels
above noise : 20 dB for a link and only 3 dB for the other link. Our test equipment located in
the control building sent data bursts to transmitters through a 100 m high immunity cable
and a coaxial barrier penetration. A counter mesured in operation any bit error rate of back
bursts. That experiment was running over 18 months. Thermoluminescent dosimeters set
along both fibers showed gamma ray integrated doses about 80 Gy and 30 Gy respectively.
High budget link kept no bit error rate, weak budget link made a few bit errors appearing
during NPP increase to rated power. But attenuation growth of AS" fiber for measured dose
was too small to explain bad operation . Transmitter - receiver modules were brought back
to Saclay' lab and found good. Also it was assumed coupled light power from transmitters
could have slightly decrease on site because vibration effect on weakly screwed F - SMA
optical connectors. In any case, that experiment showed the good reliability of an optical link
having a correct budget for routing data through the RC containment of a 1300 MW - PWR.

MA23 hardened optical link - FIG. 15

An optical link was designed for data transmission between the out - cell master and
the slave of a servomanipulator operating in a hot cell of a nuclear fuel reprocessing plant
APM / 18 /. About 40 m of the multifiber cable and the terminal slave interface would be
exposed to severe gamma ray irradiation at dose rates from 10 to 300 Gy.h"1. Ambient
temperature could reach 60 °C. The whole optical link has to remain functional up to a total
dose of 105 Gy. Published work gives means used to obtain this hardening level ; fully
photobleached fibers, high quality cable, special fiber-end and electronic components of
slave interface, etc.



CONCLUSIONS

Special fiber optic components can successfully sustain for 40 years the containment
radiation field of a PWR in normal operation. For typical 600 Gy integrated dose, radiation
induced attenuation of the best manufactured silica fibers are small enough to hope the valid
design of links up to several hundreds meters.

In the same conditions, all types of manufactured fiber- end components are not
hardened. Standard 850 nm As Ga LED and Si p-i-n PD are radiation resistant up to several
tens kGy. In contrast standard 850 and 1300 nm laser diode modules are unusable for doses
much less than 600 Gy. Technological improvements should allow new components to have
as good radiation resistance as LED. Further tests of new 850 and 1300 nm LDM and 1300
nm PD are running to prove total compatibility with the PWR containment environment.
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DETECTOR

pin
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MATERIAL
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A(S/N) dB
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orients
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tests in progress

PD : PHOTODIODE S/N : SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

TABLE 4
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leti
RADIATION RESPONSE OF FIBER-END OPTICAL SOURCES

LIGHT

SOURCES

LED
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.Ga AI As
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mW
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LED : light emitting diode
LDM : laser diode module

TABLE 5
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